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WORK ACCOMPLISHED DURING THIS PERIOD
1.1 Case Studies
The five potential case studies have been selected (Table 1)
a
nd analyses are underway.
	
Surface heat and moisture budgets are being
c




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tion (ETP) by the Permian (194£3) method, and, 2) SMBuT which calculates
s































































































































































































































































































































































































































tion of verical and slant-path transmissivities,
T
i (z) and T

































































































































































































































































nd requires as input solar elevation angle 0, sol,,
r
a











































































































































































































































































































































cified in the report. This change was introduced to assure that our
albedo calculations were representative of the potential effects on sig-








ed to average at .25 n.m.
1.6 Albedo Map Preparation
W
e




the lysimeter sites near Manhattan, Kansas and Weslaco, Texas for

















. The maps are geographically referenced through identi-
fication of landmarks. Additional calculations are currently under way
for other 15X15 n.m. areas withing the LANDSAT scenes.











cific areas identified in Section 1.6. These calculations are being









all 15X15 n.m. area at a, to be selected, scale by varying albedo
a
nd, if possible, soil moisture and temperature in the point calculations.
These matrix calculations will be used in correlation with cloud element
size and density.
1.8 Cloud Analyses
1:250,000 scale enlargements of the LANDSAT scenes over the five
s








eived we will evaluate cloud element size and cloud density at one (1)
square mile intervals over the 15X15 n.m. albedo areas. These values will
be derived visually rather than by computer. The resulting values will









ROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
D
u
































aluate cloud density and element size on the 1:250,000
images where they have been received.
(4)
I















the investigation to date we have the following data use:
1.
V
alue of D
ata A
llow
ed
B
ulk
	
768
CCT
	
9600
2.
V
alue Ordered
B
ulk
	
350
CCT
	
2400
3.
V
alue Received
Bulk
	
200
CCT
	
2400
